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Two methods to mitigate InSAR-based DEMs vegetation
impenetrability bias
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Summary
Digital elevation models (DEM), including the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM),
are used in many branches of geoscience as an ultimate dataset representing our planet’s surface, making it possible to investigate processes that are shaping our world. The SRTM model
exhibits elevation bias or systematic error over forests and vegetated areas due to the microwaves’ peculiar properties that penetrate the vegetation layer to a certain depth. Numerous
investigations identified that the penetration depth depends on the forest density and height.
In this contribution, two methods are proposed to remove the impact of the vegetation impenetrability effect. The first method is founded on the multiple regression of two forest characteristics, namely forest height and forest density. The second method uses a lookup table
approach. The lookup table and the multiple regression explanatory variables are taken from
the freely available datasets, including the forest density data (MODIS_VCF) and global tree
height map (GTHM). An important role in this research is played by the Ice, Clouds, and Land
Elevation Satellite (ICESat) data. The accuracy tests indicate that the first method eliminates
approximately 68% of the elevation bias, while the second method appears to be more effective,
leading to almost complete removal of the vegetation bias from the SRTM data. The methods
are fine-tuned to the local coniferous forests in Poland. Additional studies are required to finetune the methods for the leaf-off state of deciduous forests. However, a new set of parameters for both methods can be quickly developed for different locations and forest types. Both
methods’ functionality and effectiveness can be improved once more accurate forest tree height
and vegetation density data become available. These methods are universal in mitigating the
vegetation bias from the Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) derived model and
photogrammetric models.
Keywords
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1. Introduction

Digital Elevation Models (DEM) – a digital way to represent the topography of Earth
– are nowadays a commonly used data type in many branches of geosciences [e.g.,
Wright et al. 2006, Bailey et al. 2007, Berthier et al. 2007, Becek 2011, Baugh et al.
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2013], and also in the mitigation of natural and anthropogenic hazards and catastrophic
events, spatial planning and other fields of human activities [Vassilopoulou and Hurni
2001, Foruko and Tsawo 2013]. DEMs are developed from various surveys, including
in situ measurements and digital photographs (photogrammetry). A significant leap
in surveying technology has been achieved thanks to the Synthetic Aperture Radar
Interferometry (InSAR) and advances in satellite-based sensors. An essential benefit
of the satellite-based InSAR method is their regional to global extent. At the turn of
the millennium in 2000, thanks to the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM),
a global DEM has been developed, which is free to use for everyone [Rodríguez et al.
2006, JPL 2021]. A considerable limitation of InSAR-based DEMs is an effect known
as the vegetation impenetrability bias [Becek 2011]. The effect is due to the limited
penetrability of microwaves of vegetation.
Consequently, InSAR elevation over the vegetation-covered area is always overestimated. The magnitude of the bias depends, among other things, on the height
of trees and forest density. We should note that the impenetrability effect benefits
some branches of science because, among other things, it facilitates vegetation studies [Becek 2008b]. Several researchers developed methods to mitigate the vegetation
bias [e.g., Wilson et al. 2007, Paiva et al. 2011, Baugh et al. 2013, Su and Guo 2014].
However, the solutions they proposed had been prepared for specific locations and
applications (hydrology studies). In the present paper, we outline two methods to
minimize the impact of vegetation bias. According to our tests, the proposed methods
offer a better universality than the other methods offered elsewhere. An important
limitation to the study is that the methods’ parameters were determined for forests in
Poland. However, the parameters for new locations can be quickly established, using
this paper as a guide.
2. Materials and methods

The present study was carried out using various data types, including ICESat, SRTM,
Corine Land Cover 2000, European Tree Species Map, Global Tree Height Map, MODIS
Vegetation Continuous Field (MODIS_VCF), and SRTM. In the following section of
the paper, we shortly summarise these remotely sensed and freely available datasets.
2.1. ICESat Data

ICESat is a concluded satellite mission that is currently followed by the ICESat-2
program. The ICESat missions’ objectives include monitoring the topography icefields
[DiMarzio 2007, Zwally et al. 2011], land topography measurements [Beaulieu and
Clavet 2009, Carabajal 2011], vertical structure, horizontal distribution of clouds
[Zwally et al. 2002], and vegetation studies [Simard et al. 2008, Simard et al. 2011,
Hayashi et al. 2013]. ICESat satellite conducted its mission between 2003–2010. It was
a segment of the Earth Observation Program (EOS) [Schutz et al. 2005] developed
by the National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA). The ICESat operated from
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a circular orbit, 600 km above sea level, and conducted monitoring Earth’s surface
between 86°N and 86°S.
The main instrument of the ICESat satellite was Geoscience Laser Altimeter
System (GLAS). The instrument was the first known case of using a laser to monitor Earth’s surface and atmosphere, installed as a civilian satellite. The laser used
two bands: infrared (1064 nm) and green (532 nm), and short pulses of energy with
40 Hz frequency. An approximate footprint of the laser spot on Earth’s surface was
70 m, and an average distance between the subsequent spots was 172 m [Abshire
et al. 2005]. The elevation readings were referred to the TOPEX/Poseidon ellipsoid.
The GLAS instrument was of the full-waveform form. This type of Lidar instrument
allows for enhanced analysis of the Lidar beam’s intercepts representing elements of
the land cover’s vertical structure, e.g., vegetation [Chen 2010a, Brenner et al. 2011].
The ICESat data are available at several processing levels. In this project, the GLAH14
version 33 was used. According to some researchers, the ICESat elevations’ horizontal/vertical accuracy is 5 to 15 m and 1 to 10 m, respectively [Doung et al. 2009,
Shtain and Filin 2011, Tulski 2014].
2.2. SRTM data

The Space Shuttle Topography Mission (SRTM) was designed to collect data for the
production of semi-global (56°S to 60°N) DEM covering 80% of Earth’s landmasses
during an 11-day flight in February 2000 [Farr et al. 2007]. SRTM data have been used
by researchers in many branches of geosciences, including geomorphology [Bailey
et al. 2007], hydrology [Baugh et al. 2013], vulcanology [Wright et al. 2006], glaciology [Berthier et al. 2007], vegetation studies [Kellndorfer et al. 2004], and forest
biomass studies [Becek 2011]. SRTM data at three arcsec spatial resolution are used
in this study. Elevation of SRTM is referenced to EGM96 geoid. Extensive studies of
the vertical accuracy of SRTM data confirmed that the real accuracy was significantly
higher as assumed by the project’s design [Rodríguez et al. 2006, Berry et al. 2007,
Becek 2006, 2008a, 2014] SRTM is described in the literature as a DEM. However, as
an InSAR method’s product, it suffers from vegetation bias over vegetated areas. The
vegetation bias magnitude is related to vegetation height [Carabajal and Harding 2006]
and vegetation density [Becek 2008b]. The vegetation impenetrability is approximately
70–80% for a natural and fully stocked forest [Becek 2006].
2.3. Global Tree Height Map (GTHM)

The vegetation impenetrability effect allows for the estimation of forest height. Two
attempts to create a global tree height map were made by Lefsky [2010] and Simard
et al. [2011]. According to studies [Simard et al. 2011, Bolton et al. 2013], the latter
GTHM is more accurate. Hence the latter GTHM is used in this project. The GTHM
was developed based on SRTM data. The spatial resolution of the model is 1 km × 1 km.
The model is distributed together with an accuracy map.
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2.4. MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields (MODIS_VCF)

A Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument installed on
the Terra satellite produced several vegetation-related datasets, including the MODIS_
VCF dataset. The MODIS_VCF contains a raster called PPR that represents the fraction of pixels covered by trees. The spatial resolution of the PPR is 250 m × 250 m
(Townshend et al., 2011.)
2.5. Corine Land Cover 2000 (CLC2000)

The CLC2000 is a dataset created by the European Environment Agency (EEA)
concerning 32 European countries’ land cover. The CLC2000 was developed from the
Landsat ETM data that were acquired between 1999 and 2000. There are 44 classes of
land cover, including a forest layer. The dataset is at 100 m × 100 m spatial resolution
and is available in both a raster and vector format. The CLC2000 dataset was used in
this project to select forest areas for testing purposes.
2.6. Tree species maps for Europe (EU_TSM)

The EU_TSM developed by EFI (European Forest Institute) and Alterra/Wageningen
University and Research Centre (Brus et al., 2011.) The dataset represents the spatial
distribution of the common twenty types of tree species in Europe. A 1 km × 1 km
pixel represents a dominant tree species. This project used the dataset to determine the
dominant tree species of forest complexes selected for testing purposes.
3. Methods
3.1. Initial processing of ICESat data

The ICESat data were initially pre-processed to remove outliers. The following parameters available in the metadata file were used to eliminate outliers:
• elev_use_flag = 0 (valid data tag),
• sat_corr_flg = 0 (saturation tag),
• FRir_qa_flg = 15 (cloud-free shot), and
• d_elev elevation should not differ from the corresponding elevation by more than
abs (25 m).
In the next step, three elevations were extracted from the ICESat data for each
laser shot. The first one –d_elev– represents the center of the reflected laser pulse. The
–d_elev– elevation is equivalent to DSM elevation; over vegetated areas, it is close to
SRTM elevations [Carabajal and Harding 2006].
The second elevation used is the elevation of terrain (ICEDTM), and the third one was
the elevation of the vegetation canopy (ICEcan)
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Subtracting ICEDTM and ICEcan yields the tree height (ICEt) (1):
ICEt = ICEcan – ICEDTM

(1)

ICESat elevations were converted from the Topex/Poseidon to the EGM08 geoid
using the metadata-delivered d_gdHt correction. Conversion from EGM08 to EGM96
was neglected as insignificant given the other error source [Trojanowicz 2009].
3.2. Dependency of the impenetrability on the vegetation density

The magnitude of the impenetrability depends on the vegetation density [Becek
2008b]. The higher the vegetation density or vegetation cover percentage of a given
unit area, the higher the impenetrability. The correlation appears to be a linear one.
The latter statement was tested on forests located in Poland. The tests were carried out
over both coniferous and deciduous forests using 15906 and 2842 ICESat laser shots for
the former and latter types of forest. The dominant tree species were Baltic pine (Pinus
sylvestris L.), birch (Betula L.), common oak (Quercus robur L.), and Alnus (Alnus L.)
Note that SRTM data were collected during the leaf-off state, implying a lower impenetrability magnitude for the deciduous forest.
For each laser shot, using MODIS_VCF, the vegetation density was estimated, and
the vegetation impenetrability was calculated from (2):
IMPC = SRTM – ICEDTM

(2)

where:
IMPC – impenetrability,
SRTM – SRTM elevation,
ICEDTM – ICESat ground elevation.
3.3. Dependency of impenetrability on vegetation height

According to Carabajal and Harding [2006], the magnitude of impenetrability depends
on vegetation height. This conclusion is trivial, knowing that the phase center (reflection) of microwaves is located within the vegetation’s canopy. Hence, higher vegetation causes a larger magnitude. The conclusion results from the analysis of the wfExt
(ICESat) readings that represent the laser reflection duration and differences SRTM
minus ICESat (IMPC). However, wfExt is also too high in hilly terrain. This is because
the returning reflection’s end represents the lowest fragment of the ground hit by a laser
shot. In this project, vegetation height was estimated using (1) and the impenetrability
using (2) to avoid the effect.
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3.4. Estimation of vegetation impenetrability

Several authors have investigated the estimation of vegetation impenetrability but without finding a universal solution. Paiva and co-authors [Paiva et al. 2011] proposed the
use of an external data source for tree heights for a given area. Tree height is a spatial,
temporal, and species-dependent variable. The major problem with this approach is
the availability of suitable reference data. A similar approach using Lidar data is costly
and does not offer a universal solution [Su and Guo 2014]. The method proposed by
Wilson and co-authors [Wilson et al. 2007] is about subtracting half of the tree heights
estimated from local reference data. Following the same idea, Baugh and co-authors
[Baugh et al. 2013] proposed to use global tree height reference data (GTHM). The
experiment was conducted over Amazonia. SRTM data were modified by subtracting
quantiles of the GTHM tree heights until resulting elevations were similar to a highresolution reference elevation.
3.5. A proposal for two new methods for estimating vegetation impenetrability

In the following section, two new methods for estimating the vegetation impenetrability are proposed and tested. The first method, named the gTree_norm method, is
constructed on multiple regression of two explanatory variables, i.e., forest height and
forest density. The forest height/density (or vegetation height/density) is derived from
ICESat and MODIS_VCF freely available data.
The second method, termed the gTree_tuned method, mitigates a low accuracy of
GTHM data [Bolton et al. 2013] and its weak correlation with the ICESat estimated tree
heights (ICEt) (Fig. 3–5).
First, the ICESat data were grouped into few classes by the vegetation density and
vegetation height. Three vegetation density classes according to MODIS_VCF data
were selected (%): (50–60), (60.1–70), (70.1–80), and ten classes of tree heights according to GTHM data (m): (14–15), (15.1–16), (16.1–17), (17.1–18), (18.1–19), (19.1–20),
(20.1–21), (21.1–22), (22.1–23), (23.1–24).
In the next step, a median of IMPC for each class was used to identify correlations
with GTHM. The method was tested on selected forest plots in Poland of approx.
1.3 km² (range 0.8 km² to 2.4 km²) in size. Each plot received at least five ICESat shots,
with the average of 13 shots. There were 333 plots considered in the tests. For each
plot, an average forest height (GTHM), average forest density (MODIS_VCF), and
the impenetrability IMPC were calculated. As reference impenetrability, a weighted
impenetrability wIMPC was calculated according to the following procedure:
1. Average terrain slope s within each ICESat footprint from SRTM was calculated.
2. Average impenetrability IMPC for each footprint was calculated from (2).
3. Weighted average impenetrability wIMPC for each test plot was calculated using (3)
and (4):
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weighted average impenetrability,
weight,
number of laser shots within a test plot,
number of test plot,
average terrain slope within a pixel,
diameter of laser footprint (approx. 70 m²).

Weighted impenetrability controls the impact of measurement noise, including
terrain’s slope and pixel size. For flat terrain (s = 0°), the weight is 10. For IMPC < 0, the
measurement is neglected. For s > 0°, the weight follows a reciprocal of the elevation
error in any DEM caused by the slope and pixel size [Becek 2008a, 2011, 2014]. For
example, the weight for s = 1° is 8.04 and drops fast for higher slopes.
4. Results
4.1. Vegetation density

Figure 1 shows a comparison between impenetrability of vegetation (IMPC) vs. vegetation density for coniferous (left pane) and deciduous forest (right pane). Despite
a considerable noise due to, among other things, a low resolution of the vegetation
density data (MODIS_VCF), a trend is recognizable. However, the relationship is too
weak to estimate the impenetrability magnitude reasonably well. Another point is
that vegetation density must be considered as one of the vegetation impenetrability
explanatory variables. It is interesting to note that Figure 1 reveals a systematic error of
SRTM, i.e., elevations are too low by approx. 3 m, which is visible for vegetation density
0–10%. This result is consistent with the reported magnitude of the error at 1.67 m and
3.7 m in [Becek 2014] and [Karwel and Ewiak 2008], respectively.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between impenetrability vs. vegetation density for coniferous forest (left
pane) and deciduous forest (right pane)
4.2. Impenetrability vs. vegetation height

A summary of the comparison between the impenetrability vs. tree height is presented
in Table 1 and Figure 2. The mean deciduous forest’s impenetrability is lower than
for coniferous forest, which is understandable because of the leaf-off state of trees in
Winter. Note that mean impenetrability, 32% and 23% for coniferous and deciduous
forests, respectively, is lower than reported by some authors [Sexton et al. 2009, Becek
2011]. According to Chen [2010b], this is caused by the overestimation of tree heights
in ICESat data.
Table 1. Mean impenetrability for forest types
Coniferous
forest

Deciduous
forest

Mean forest
height (m)

20.1

20.2

Mean
impenetrability (m)

6.5

4.7

Mean
impenetrability (%)

32

23

Figure 2 shows a regression line that models a relationship between the vegetation
impenetrability IMPC and coniferous forest height (left pane) and deciduous forest
height (right pane). In both cases, correlation coefficient R2 is approx. 0.7. These regression parameters are subject to forest density.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between impenetrability vs. forest height for coniferous forest (left pane) and
deciduous forest (right pane)
4.3. Correcting SRTM for the impenetrability

4.3.1. Application of the gTree_norm method

Table 2 shows the explanatory variable’s multiple regression, i.e., forest height and forest
density against IMPC, for both types of trees, coniferous and deciduous. The correlation
coefficient R2 indicates that the correlation is strong. In Table 4, an accuracy assessment
of the vegetation impenetrability is shown.
The method is capable of eliminating approx. 68% of the impenetrability from
the SRTM data. Considering the low spatial resolution of vegetation density data
(MODIS_VCF) and tree height (GTHM), the result is satisfactory. The average difference between the actual IMPC and the figure estimated from the regression model is
2.68 m with a standard deviation of 3.34 m. The accuracy of the IMPC determination
mainly depends on the accuracy of GTHM. The accuracy will increase when the tree
height model is of higher resolution and accuracy.
Table 2. The gTree_norm method summary
Forest type

Model

R²

Coniferous forest

IMPC = 0.76h + 0.08d – 13.35

0.76

Deciduous forest*

IMPC = 0.81h + 0.04d – 13.80

0.68

where h and d are mean forest height (m) and density (%)
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4.3.2. Application of the gTree_tuned method

Figure 3 shows a correlation between impenetrability vs. tree height (GTHM) for three
classes of forest density MODIS_VCF. The regression lines (equations are presented
in Figure 3) for each forest density class are very similar, suggesting that the forest
density’s impact on the impenetrability is relatively small, at least for densities > 50%.
A lookup table is more convenient to use than a graph .

Fig. 3. Correlation between impenetrability IMPC vs. GTHM derived forest height class for
50‒80% of vegetation density

Table 3 is a lookup table helping the potential user estimate the elevation bias or the
vegetation impenetrability over coniferous forests. The data are optimized for the forests
located in the territory of Poland. The lookup table can be implemented as a computer
or web application for easy reference or corrections of the SRTM data. Similarly, the
gTree_norm method can be enabled in the same way. It should be stressed that neither
methods has been validated over the deciduous forest stands. Additional studies are
required to fine-tune the methods for the leaf-off status of forest stands.
GLL No. 2 • 2021
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Table 3. A lookup table of forest impenetrability as a function of forest height and forest density
Vegetation density
Forest height (m)

50‒60%

61‒70%

71‒80%

Forest impenetrability (m)
14

5.85

6.21

6.56

15

6.23

6.69

6.99

16

6.61

7.17

7.42

17

6.99

7.65

7.85

18

7.37

8.13

8.28

19

7.75

8.61

8.71

20

8.13

9.09

9.14

21

8.51

9.57

9.57

22

8.89

10.05

10.00

23

9.27

10.53

10.43

4.3.3. Accuracy assessment of the impenetrability compensating methods

Table 4 summarises accuracy tests for the gTree_norm and gTree_tuned methods.
According to the tests, the average difference between the IMPC obtained from the
gTree_norm model, and the average IMPC values for the test forest stands is 2.68 m with
a standard deviation of 3.34 m. However, in the gTree_tuned method, the difference is
0.2 m with a standard deviation of 3.12 m. This observation appears to promote the
gTree_tuned method.
Table 4. Accuracy assessment of impenetrability (IMPC) for gTree_norm and gTree_tuned
methods
gTree_tuned
gTree_norm

Forest density
50‒60%

60.1‒70%

70.1‒80%

Average
(m)

Average IMPC (m)

8.52

7.45

8.84

10.1

8.52

Model IMPC (m)

5.84

7.17

8.85

9.23

8.32

Difference (m)

2.68

0.28

0.01

0.87

0.20

STD (m)

3.34

3.03

3.28

2.46

3.12
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4.3.4. Postscriptum

This study was conducted several years ago using the data available at the time, including ICESat, MODIS_VCF data. Over the last seven or so years, new data sets were
generated, relevant for the study, including the Global Forest Canopy Height map
(GFCH) [Potapov et al. 2020], AW3D30 m, a global digital elevation model developed
from optical stereo images [Tadono et al. 2014], Lidar-based DTM model [Geoportal
2021], and are now freely available. Hence, having new data sets, it is possible to conduct
a similar study as the one here presented. We want to encourage readers to embark
on a venture to verify and improve the findings presented in this article. The InSAR
technology is a powerful method for producing DEMs and other products, including
terrain deformation. Hence, for the foreseeable future, we will see new InSAR-based
products emerging with all their shortcomings, including the vegetation impenetrability, which justifies studies like this.
5. Conclusions

This study concerning vegetation impenetrability mitigation caused by limited vegetation transparency to microwaves introduces two methods to resolve the SRTM digital
elevation data product issue. A careful and comprehensive assessment of the methods
allows formulating the following conclusions.
1. The gTree_norm method, based on the multi regression of forest height and density,
was parametrized for the coniferous forest (pine trees). Caution must be exercised
using the deciduous forest parameters because this type of forest’s impenetrability
is valid for the leaf-off status only (SRTM was flown in Winter). A new set of parameters must be established for other world regions or different tree species. It is
estimated that an estimated 60% of the impenetrability bias can be removed using
this method. More accurate results can be expected if the GTHM and MODIS_VCF
data were replaced with higher resolution datasets.
2. The gTree_tuned method can be used in the case no other than GTHM, and
MODIS_VCF data are onhand because, as the method’s validation indicates, almost
the entire impenetrability bias is removed.
3. Both methods are universal in terms of the world’s location and spatial scale. The
methods can mitigate the impenetrability error, extending the SRTM data’s applicability for forested areas covering some 30% of the world’s landmass.
4. New data sets are currently available that are suitable for similar studies. Readers are
encouraged to facilitate similar projects.
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